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Perinthos Hotel 
Thessaloniki









Presentation


By this text, we would like to inform you that our 4 star hotel is located on private land, is designed in the main building and its surroundings, consisting of 70 parking spaces and hotel garden.The "PERINTHOS" hotel, is built amphitheaterly, just 12 km from Thessaloniki away from city noise and close to many attractions-sightseeings, including the graves of Alexander, the wetlands of the Axios and the archaeological site of Vergina and Dion.

In the main building ,you will find 73 double rooms, of which 50 have the ability to become standard triple (with standard third bed), 2 triple rooms and 2 superior rooms. As far as the two superior rooms are concerned, one is with whirlpool tub for two people, and the other ,with personal sauna, whirlpool and shower.
In the ground floor, you will find the reception section, the snack-bar, the restaurant and the lobby.
 Hotel PERINTHOS is located in a very privileged position (near to the city center and its suburbs) and it is surrounded by a variety of attractions and sightseeings ,which you could include on your potential trip. "PERINTHOS" hotel has amphitheatric style, just 12 km.from Thessaloniki, away from the town noise and near many sights, such as, the Great Alexander’s graves, the Axios river’s aquatic and the archeological area of Vergina and Dion.















Facilities & hospitality


The internet and parking are on complimentary basis. A swimming pool and pool bar, which are operating ,during the summer, are part of the hotel’s facilities as well. There is a spacious breakfast area and a snack -bar, where you can enjoy your coffee or drink and you can taste domestic appetizers.
 Our parking area is big enough and completely safe for your vehicles. You could also visit our website and observe the facilities of the hotel ,by clicking on the virtual tour application.
View more















Comfortable rooms


The hotel has 77 rooms, with view, modern furnishing, Central air-conditioning, Mini-Bar, Plasma TV (32''), satellite, Automatic telephone centre, Shower-hydromassage.
 On top of that ,in every single room you could pamper yourself by watching NOVA TV which is a new entry in our services. NOVA TV offers an array of international and domestic programmes (including news, sports, movies, music, children's programmes and general entertainment channels), which enable you to watch international programmes on their original soundtrack.
View more










  Excellent location
  Comfortable rooms
  Reception
  Breakfast
  Free Wi-Fi
 
 









Restaurant
In the restaurant of our hotel, you can enjoy the meal of your choice by choosing from a wide variety of mainly grilled and pasta. Also, most days of the week, you can taste one of the cooked menus of the day, which will fascinate you!










Swimming pool
For the pleasure of both adults and children ,Hotel Perinthos offers one of the largest in the city swimming pool, which is the perfect antidote for the hectic and stressed schedules.
















El Mar Pool Bar


El Mar Pool Bar is a multifunctional outlet where you could enjoy yourselves at the summer period during your stay at Perinthos Hotel. You could pamper your kind yourselves by tasting our delicious finger &slow food and our contemporary coctails and premium spirits and wine. For the pleasure of both adults and children ,Hotel Perinthos offers one of the largest in the city swimming pool, which is the perfect antidote for the hectic and stressed schedules.
 Children can enjoy their own pool complete with water games and slides ,under the supervision of our very well trained staff. In addition, El Mar Pool Bar is the perfect choice for our guests that would like to host an event,such as birthdayor pre after weeding party and of course a business meeting as well. Our dedicated Events team will be on hand to guide you through the planning proccess ,in an attempt to create a memorable day for you and your beloved ones. 
View more













Accommodation in Thessaloniki


Comfortable & modern rooms














Standard Single/Double/Twin room



 2 persons     1 double bed or 2 single beds
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Standard Triple Room



 3 persons     3 single beds
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Deluxe Single/Double/Twin room



 2 persons     1 double bed or 2 single beds
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Deluxe Suite



 2 persons     1 double bed
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Guests' impressions






"Exceptional"


10
It was perfect. I enjoyed every minute of it.








"Very nice"


10
All was very nice, clean, friendly staff, the room with everything you need. We recommend the location! 








"Exceptional"


10
Everything was pretty fine.








"Exceptional"


10
Brilliant services, very nice personnel, clean and very good price. 








"best locations for bussines meeting around Thessaloniki"


9
staff, cleanliness, parking








"Superb"


9
I liked our stay very much. The rooms were spacious enough and very clean. The staff helpful and very nice. We had a great time.








"Awesome! Great pool, best staff..all 100%! You are awesome!"


10
It's an awesome hotel! Great, big pool, quiet location, everything very clean. Easy to get to with public buses. The best of the hotel is the amazing staff, so helpful, kind...making any great vacation perfect. We had the best experience of our life. Thanks guys! You are awesome! Will definitely come back! Makes Greece great!








"Exceptional"


10
All was perfect!!!








"Excellent "


10
Everything was perfect, especially staff and the pool. 








"Fabulous"


9
It is great for one night stand in your trip to different location in Greece
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Contact us
Perinthos Hotel
Hotel in Thessaloniki
  12th km. Old National Road of Thessaloniki - Edessa 
     P.O. Box 1446 - P.C. 570 08 - Ionia - Thessaloniki - Greece 
  Map & directions  
   +30 2310 722410     +30 2310 722401
MH.T.E. 09.33.K.02.3A.0245200  
 ΑΡ. Γ.Ε.ΜΗ.: 058630604000  info@perinthoshotel.gr



 Check-in 15:00 Check-out 11:00 
  Open All year
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   Alpha Bank 

 417002002002788
 IBAN: GR1301404170417002002002788
 Name: G. SIVRIS & CO 
  Piraeus Bank 

 5218085479711
 IBAN: GR2601722180005218085479711
 Name: G. SIVRIS & CO 
 
 
 
 
GDPR  By using this website, you are agreeing to our policy concerning Data privacy protection.
  Read more      Delete your data 
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Cookies acceptance






We use cookies to offer you the best possible experience on our page. If you continue to use the page, we will assume that you are satisfied with it. 
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